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ABSTRACT

\ i '

A program Is presently under way at the Oak RIage National Laboratory (ORNL) to
define the functional design requirements of operational aids for nuclear power plant
operators. A first and Important step In defining these requirements Is to develop
an understanding of the operator's role or function. This paper describes a taxonomy
of operator functions that applies during all operational modes and conditions of the
plant. Other topics such as the Influence of automation, role acceptance, and the
operator's role during emergencies are also discussed. This systematic approach has
revealed several areas which have potential for Improving the operator's ability to
perform his role.

I. INTRODUCTION

Twenty years have elapsed since the first
reference applying human factors engineerirj
to nuclear power plant control rooms appeared
in the literature.1 By late 1976, several
studies emphasizing the anthropometric,
environmental, and other physical factors of
the control room (e.g. control room ant
control panel layout, colors/knobs/labels, and
11 I urn I nation) had been completed.*^ Since
ly/9 the volume of research addressing human
factors-related problems of nuclear plant
operation has ' -eased significantly. This
work has been isored by me-1- of the
worldwide nuclear ,jower community.**

Human factors research in the pas two years
has resulted In the development of system
concepts to Improve plant monitoring,
diagnostic ind corrective actions, ana
operator/process communication. It has been
suggested that oper.J crew response during
upset conditions can he improved by upgrading
information quality and reducing Information
quantity through the applIcatlon of advanced
computer-controlled display and diagnostic
systems. Systems lhat assist plant operators
In performing their operational and safety-
related roles are referred to as job-
pt: iormance aids or operational aids.

•Research spon ored by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Ccnmlssion under Interagency
Agreement #DOE 40-550-75 with Union Carbide
Corporation under Contract No. W-7405-eng-26
wltn the U.S. Department of Energy.

••(U.S. Nuclear Regulatory ComrMssion, U.S.
Department of Energy, Electric Power Research
Institute, I • tute for Hue I ear Power
Operations, Nuclear Safety Analysis Center,
Hal den Reactor Project, Central Electric
Generating Board3 TUV Institute for Accident
Research, RiSO, utilities, and vendors.)

A-, c part of this ongoing human factors
research, a program is presently underway at
•the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to
define the functional design requirements for
operational aids, particularly those that
Improve the cognitive abilities of operators.
A first and Important step In defining these
requirements Is to develop an understanding of
the operator's role or function. Initially a
top-down approach10 was employed to describe
the operator's rcla by beginning at the most
general level and working downward to the most
specific level. It followed the sequence:
(.11 Identify tne operator's role, (2)
determine the effect of the role on operations
(especially safety), (3) Identify the factors
that influence the role, end (4) determine
where changes In the role can Improve safety.

The study describee in this paper focuses on
the operator's role under emergency
conditions, and for It we have also employed a
bottom-up approach to examine the operator's
role as it Is Inferred from the Emergency
Procedures (EP) of a typical pressurized water
reactor (PWR).n>12 Our findings describe (15
the operator's role in terms of the functions
and tc- ks necessary to achieve safety goals,
ana (2) the factors that Influence the
operator's responses during emergencies. To
complete tne picture, however, one must
understanc the operator's role under both
normal and emergency plant conditions,
primarily because the operator spends most of
his time working under normal conditions and
certainly there Is a path from the normal to
the emergency state. The general framework of
the operator's role Is the primary topic of
this paper. The approach Is similar to that
of Corcoran et al.,13,14 who described the
operator's role using the satet-y function
concept and employing a hierarchical approach
to organize the safety functions. We build on
that work by describing the operator's role In
functional terms that can be synthesized to
form his role under normal or abnormal plant
conditions.



II. FRAMEWORK OF THE OPERATOR'S ROLE

From the earl tost reactor projects to tht
present, tne role of the nuclear power plant
operating crew has followed an evolutionary
path. The changes In operator role In time
and from plant to plant are baslcally a result
of changes and advances In control room
automation, plant complexity, and accumulated
operating experience. The earliest plant
designs relled very Iittle on automatic
systems because of technology limitations and
the prototypical reactor designs. As
technological capabilities grew, designs
relied on Increasingly automated systems.
This increased use of automation was further
prompted by considerations of system cost,
production efficiency, and safety.
Differences In degree of automation can also
be seen In the appproaches taken by different
types of organizations with different
objectives. For example, the nuclear
operation of the U.S. Navy appears to rely
heavily on the human crow and little on
automatic systems. In contrast, the designers
of the Canadian CANDU reactors have opted for
highly automatic computei—driven systems.

Nuclear plant complexity Is a function of the
physical processes of the reactor design
Involved. The number of systems and
subsystems the operator must oversee
essentially determines his role. For example,
research reactors are less complex than power
reactors because steam generators and electric
generator systems are not needed, and research
reactors generally are subject to less
demanding safety requirements. At the other
extreme, LWH and CANDU reactors have multiple
cool Ing loops and support systems that
Increase plant complexity and greatly expand
the quantity of Information presentee to the
operator.

Accumulated operating experience also changes
the operator's role. Ideally, as
unanticipated system interactions occur and
better techniques are thereby developed for
plant operation, these Improvements are passed
along to the utilities. In actual practice,
this communication process has been
Inadequate. Additional operator duties are
often mandated by regulatory agencies as a
result of such field Incidents.

A. The Influence nf Automation
on the Onerator's Role

Automation has become a catchalI term.
Melsa and Shultz:'5

"The term automat I r. control system
Is Intended to be somewhat self-
explanatory. The word system
implles not just one component but a
number of components that work
together In a systematic fashion to
achieve a particular goal. This
goal Is the control of some physical
quantity, and the control Is to be
achieved In an automatic fashion,
often wlthouv the aid of human
supervision."

From

A good example Is a servo-mechanism, a slrr.pU'
automatic device that maintains a parameter at
a set point. It frees the human from a
potentially tedious, vigilant, and hfghly
routine task. More complex automatic systems
employ multi-parameter control and can switch
control schemes as needed to achieve a
particular goal. Further, systems employing
digital computers can be designed to detect
and correct system failures.

Process automation can be discussed In more
descriptive terms by scaling It on a continuum
In multiple dimensions (see Fig. 1). These
dimensions are (I) process control capability,
12) process configuration alterabiIIty, and
(3) process monitoring and diagnostic
capability. The point of origin In this
"automation space" represents a fully manual
process with PJ Instrumentation or control
system Implemented. Control Is performed by a
human operator using his five senses to
observe the process and perform alI functions
manually. Increasing machine functions along
any of the axes reflects decreasing human
functions and Implies Increasing machine
Intel I I nonce. Increasing control capability
reflects the machine's responsibility for
satisfying ever higher operational goals.
Theoretically, autonomous goal selection Is
ultimately possible. Increasing configuration
alterabiIIty reflects the Increasing
capability for deliberate restructuring of a
control system or even the process Itself,
Including the modification, addition, or
replacement of physical components.
Increasing monitoring and diagnostics
capability reflects the Increasing capability
for plant status monitoring and problem
solving. Including parameter observation and
response prediction. In Fig. 2 the planes
defined by the base vectors are labeled to
Illustrate the boundaries of the space. The
purpose In defining this space Is to
Illustrate the relationship between rhe roles
of human operators and plant systems. Care
must be taken not to carry the analogy beyond
Its significance. The absolute magnitude of
the machine capabilities Is not necessarily
important.

Given that a level of automation can be
selected for a power plant. Illustrate^ zz the
solid sphere In Fig. 3, the operator would
function beyond rhe level of automation. This
would satisfy the goals related to plant
control, system diagnostics, and maintenance,
which is a combination of diagnostics and
configuration alteration. In real
applications, the machine functions are
Inconsistent; that Is, not all systems are at
the same level of automation. Some systems
are purely manual (maintenance block valves)
and others employ sophisticated multi-mode
control (steam generators).

Human operators are necessary to satisfy
functional requirements of the plant that are
beyond machine capabilities as well as those
at levels where full machine capabilities are
not Implemented. The technology of process
control has far advanced since the first
nuclear power plants were designed. For that
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reason, plant systems and subsystems have been
automated at widely varying levels; seme have
been l e f t ent i re ly manual for economic
reasons. The technology of automatic
monitoring and diagnostics has developed more
slowly than that of automatic cont ro l , hence
the lag tn th is dimension of plant automation.
For example, automatic alarm f i l t e r i n g and
fau l t detection are re la t i ve ly new to nuclear
power plant control rooms. Most operators
must s t i l l val idate Information, ver i fy
control and safety system performance, predict

system performance, and solve problems of
various degrees of d i f f i c u l t y . The technology
of automated systems for a l te r ing the
configurations of functional modules and
systems and pnyslcally relocat ing components
has emerged even more recent ly . Simple
configuration changes can be made
elect ronica l ly by relay devices In hardware or
software. However, complex operations such as
test ing and ca l ibra t ion require human
Intervention since automatic capabi l i ty for
moving sensors from process +0 ca l ib ra t ion



fact I ITies Is not usually provides, although
techniques for semi-automatic calibration have
been usea In research reactors. Most I li.ely a
highly automated configuration control system
would be based on robotics.

The nature and extent of the Interaction
between man and machine varies with particular
types of equipment. Automation Is the most
crucial factor In this Interaction.16 When
functioning as designed, automation simplifies
tne operator's role while complicating that of
the malntalner. In automated systems, the
operator's role may be simply to activate a
system and monitor those parameters that would
enable him to detect and respond If an
emergency were to arise. This role Is
significantly different from operating a
system with little automation, Sheridan'7

refers to the supervisory role of a human In a
highly automated computer-based system. The
operator Ir, this capacity Is no longer a
communication channel, a continuous one-
channel servo-mechanism, or a signal detector;
rather he has become a monitor, a planner, and
a problem solver. The supervisory function Is
analogous to an outer feedback loop's control
function, with automatic equipment controlling
the inner loops. This forms a hierarchy. The
further up In the hierarchy one moves, the
more intermittent and delayec the system
response becones'^ until control, monitoring
and diagnostics, and configuration
alterabillty responses become Infrequent.

With the Introduction of computers, the
allocation of function between humans and
machines becomes Increasingly complicated.
For example, a dynamic approach would a I low
situation-dependent allocation of function
between man and machine. In a study Involving
aircraft flight management,'9 the use of such
an approach Improved system performance and
attracted user acceptance. However, real-time
application of dynamic allocation would
require highly complex and sophisticated
computer systems.

B. Role Structure

Since under most conditions complete redesign
ana retrofit of control rooms would not be
justifiable on a cost/benefit basis, operator
aids seem to offer ti.a most I Ikely means of
Improving operating crew performance In
existing nuclear power plants. Identifying
the functions which the nuclear power plant
operator needs to perform In order to achieve
plant operating goals will permit
identification o* those schemes and systems
that would Improve operator performance.
Specifically, our interest Is focused on
operational aids and their relation to plant
safety.

The top-down approach outlined earlier was
used to analyze the operator's role. This
approach begins with the most general systems,
goals, and functions and then partitions them
Into lower levels, forming a hierarchical
structure. The lower level functions are
those the crew must perform In order to

operate the plant. However, to attempt a
thorough top-to-bottom approach wo^id be
ambitious since this would entail task
analysis In reverse at the lowest, most
detailed levels. This could be done, and
possibly should be, but It !s beyond the scope
of this study.

A taxonomy—the classifying of hierarchical
relatlonshlps--could constitute a framework
for analyzing the role of the nuclear plant
operator. Such a taxonomy should provide e
description of function. Illustrate the flow
of Information, and Indicate the degree to
which a function Is well defined. A number of
taxonomies have been developed for various
specific applications, but no universal
taxonomy of the nuclear plant operator's role
presently exists. Several taxonomies were
constructed for NASA20 to provide a framework
for testing and predicting human performance
In manned space missions. The value of a
taxonomy lies In what It permits one to do
with Its results. The taxonomy presented in
Table 1 Is designed strictly for nuclear power
plant operations. It does not describe
operations segments (I.e., refuel, cole
shutdown, hot shutdown, startup, or power
operation), but It does Identify general
classes of behavior that apply during
operation in any plant mode. Of great
Importance Is the crew's function during
emergency conditions; this, of course, must be
reflected In •ihe taxonomy. These classes of
behavior are directly related to system
function end can be synthesized or linked
together to produce the fulI spectrum of
functions that characterize the operator's
role.

Most of the time the operator performs his
role under normal circumstances. At such
times, the operator's goal Is to achieve a
particular plant operating mode by following a
schedule or plan ot operations. Once this
goal has been achieved, the operator must r--+
decide whether to hold that goal or choose
another one. This Is often a management
decision based on the power plant's mission:
to produce electric power at a profit by
operating economically with a minimum of
downtime and without endangering the health
and safety of plant personnel or the general
pub Ifc.

The utility's goals are also, In a remote
sense, the operator's goals. In a practical
sense, the goals ot the operator are more
tangible and are directly related to the
Immediate situation. These goals often must
be transferred to a new operating crew at
shift change and, therefore the crew that
Initiates a change may not see It through to
conclusion.

The ultimate goal and reason for the plant's
existence is to produce electric power at a
profit. For this reason, safety Is usually
treated as a constraint placed on operation
rather than as a separate goal. Only under
emergency conditions does safety emerge as an
operational goal. Thus to separate operator



Table 1. Outline of taxonomy of nuclear plant
operator role

3.

Supervision of Plant Operations
1.1. Planning
1.2. Monitoring

1.2.1. Alarm Monitoring
1.2.2. State Monitoring
1.2.3. Signal Verification
1.2.4. System Operation Verification
1.2.5. Parameter Deviation Detection

1.3. Controlling Plant Systems
1.3.1. Manual Tasks
1.3.2. Mechanl?ed Tasks
1.3.3. Manual-Automatic Tasks
1.3.4. Machine-Automatic Tasks

1.4. Diagnosing Problems
1.4.1. Problem Anticipation
1.4.2. Problem Solving
1.4.3. Reconfiguring

Equipment Maintenance
2.1. Planning
2.2. Testing
2.3. Implementation
2.4. Equipment Improvement

Coordination of Support Activities
3.1. Fire Protection
3.2. Plant Security
3.3. Administration

3.3.1. RecordkeepIng/Report Ing
3.3.2. Radiological Emergency

Response Coordination
3.3.3. Communication
3.3.4. Personnel Supervision

actions distinctly Into availability (power
production) or safety-related categories,
except under extreme conditions, leads to
ambiguity and overlap. A better approach
would be to classify the operator's function
for normal operation In general terms so that
the description of his function In off-normal
conditions would simply be a rearrangement of
these normal functions with redefined goals.

The operator's role can be separated into
three functional categories: supervision of
plant operation, equipment maintenance, and
coordination of support activities. These
three categories are valId under alI
operational conditions and modes of the plant.
They are nearly parallei to the three
elemental role conventions of men In systems
as proposed by Price:21 hasten (operator
performance concerned with the requirements of
the prime system), romp Iamnntary (maintaining
prime and support system equipment), and
support (maintaining human performance
capabilities). Following Is an Itemized
discussion of the taxonomy outlined In Table
1.

1 . Supervision of Plant Operations

1.1. Planning. The operator sets the
objectives for plant operation, with direction
from higher level plant management, by
deciding wnether to continue on the present
schedule or to modify It. The global planning
function results from setting long-term goals
and that may affect plant operation over
several shifts. This function pertains mainly
to non-safety-related activities; however. In
the event of a long-term outage the operator
would also perform planning functions where
plant sarety Is of special concern.

According to Rouse,22 planning Includes these
six aspects:

Generation of alternative plans
Imagining of consequences
Valuing of consequences
Choosing and Initiating a plan
Monitoring plan execution
Debugging and updating plan

The last two aspects apply after the plan has
been Initiated; they deal with long-term
monitoring of progress and subsequent
replannlng to achieve the goal.

1.2. Monitoring. The operator monitors
the operation of the plant by observing the
process (primarily through the
Instrumentation), the equipment, and the
control and safety systems. In a highly
automated plant, the operator spends a large
portion of his time performing this function
(up to 36j, according to a study of 381 U.S.
reactor operators^). The monitoring function
can be further divided Into subfunctions:

1.2.1. Alarm Monitoring: With
automatic systems functioning as planned, job
demands tend to drop and response Is by
exception. Alarms provide a binary Indication
of subsystem and component status. The
process of converting analog parameters to
discrete alarms greatly reduces the quantity
of Information to be monitored.

1.2.2. State MonI tor 1ng; While
alarm monitoring applies mainly to component
(equipment) status, "state" monitoring applies
to the overall condition of the plant and Its
major systems. Often this can be Inferred
from the observation of equipment alarms. A
Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS)24 under
development by several vendors and being
evaluated by the Nuclear Safety Analysis
Center (NSAC) Is designed specifically to
assist the operator in his state monitoring
function. The SPDS concept would display to
the operator a minimum set of key parameters
that would provide an overview of the safety
status and trend of the power plant.

1.2.3. Signal Verification. The
operator must verify that the process signals
and alarms are valid Indications of tha plant
status (I.e., whether the signals originating
from sensors and activators are giving
accurate or defective information). In



performing this function, the operator must
cross-compare several signals, then decide on
the correctness of the signal In question. An
outline of signal verification tasks Is given
In Table 2.

Signal verification as a part of the
operator's role Is often overlooked as a
formal function. Crews do respond to false
alarms and to erroneous data, often without
verification (see Epler,2^ and Wiener and
Curry26). Two purposes of signal verification
are Indication of Instrument failure and
warning against the use of Invalid Information
In other tasks. Automated signal verification
could greatly Improve the operator's
monitoring capabilities.

1.2.4. Systran Opf-ratlpn Verifi-
cation. The operator must verify that the
operation of automatic systems Is proceeding
normally. This Is especially Important during
emergency conditions when the consequences of
Inadvertent operation or failure to operate
are potentially severe. This verification
process can range In complexity from a simple
go/no-go check, with the qualIty of the
operation left unmonltored, to a quantitative
performance evaluation. The operation
verification function Involves both signal
verification and plant status monitoring.

1.2.5. Parameter Deviation Detec-
tion. The operator monitors the plant
primarily in order to detect Impending
problems and Initiate certain routine
preventive maintenance functions. He can
detect a problem by observing a deviation from
a normal trend or by observing that a command
has failed to produce the expected trend or
response. In the detection process, the
operator must discriminate between normal and
abnormal parameter variations and between
relevant and Irrelevant Information.
Deviation of a parameter from the expected
value leads the operator to the diagnostic
process. At the time of detection the
operator performs a preliminary severity
assessment (predlagnosls). Regularly
encountered problems that are not Immediately
consequential are the least ambiguous and
their solutions are well-structured.* Under
these conditions the operator will most likely
shortcut th6 complete problem-solving process
to make time available for other functions. A
model which illustrates this sequence of human
problem-solving activities was developed at
RISO.27,28

1,3. Controlling Plant Systems. The
range of human participation In the control of
plant systems Is on a continuum. Basic design
of the process and the control and safety
systems determines the level of automation at
which the man-machine Interface will function.

Table 2. Outline of signal verification

Setup
- Instrument power on?
- circuit continuity?
- circuit isolation?

Signal variation

•See discussion
Solving.

In Section 1.4.2, Problem

g
- signal time variation normal?
- expected noise present?

ReasonahlIIty
- signal within equipment IImlts?
- signal rate-of-change within normal

limits?
- sensor below point of previous damage

or stress?
- observed signal comparable to signal
estimated from system model?

Instrument agrBamant
- signals from sensor comparable to

signals from other like sensors In
same process location?

- signals from censor comparable to
local process parameters calculated
from unlike sensors?

- signals from like sensors at
different process locations com-
parable? (Requires system Inter-
action model.)

Instrument envlronmant
- transducer environment (temperature,

pressure, moisture, radiation dose,
ana vibration) within limits of
transducer design specification?

Process perturbation
- sensor responds to small variations

In process parameters (produced by
control rod motion, valve actuation,
etc.)?

Input <;uh<itltiitlon

- Intervening Instrumentation (trans-
mitter, signal processor, and dis-
play) responds to known signal sub-
stituted for sensor signal?

The role of the operator as a controller Is
established when the system designer specifies
the role of man In the operation of the plant
and allocates functions between operating
crew and automatic plant systems. In future
systems specification of the operator's role
can be carried out In an organized and
systematic manner, but for the majority of
currently operating nuclear power plants the
role of man and machine Is not the result of a
systematic process. The control room of a
nuclear power plant Is a col lection of
Instruments from at least five Independent
major system vendors, with each vendor
responsible only for Its own equipment.
Little effort has been put tnto Integration of
plant systems. Man-plant Interactions In
nuclear power plants range from manual tasks
to machine-automatic tasks with no apparent
consistent design crtterla, except perhaps
economic.



The continuum of control functions (see Fig.
1) can be divided Into four discrete levels of
participation: manual, mechanized, manual-
automatic, or machine-automatic (adapted from
Price2'):

1.3.1. Manual Ta«;k. The human
operator performs the task, generates whatever
power, energy, or energy transductlon Is
required, and controls the application of
power or directs the energy use. This
definition does not preclude the use of tools
(e.g. a lever or binoculars), which merely
extend man's raw capabilities.

1.3.2. Mechanized Task. The
operator performs the task and controls the
application of power or directs the energy
use, while a machine generates whatever power,
energy, or energy transductlon Is required.*
The machine does little more than extend the
raw capabilities of man; It may amplify or
modify them, e.g. remote activation of circuit
breakers, valves, etc. A mechanized task may
be of a continuous nature, such as permfttfng
an operator to control a process valve from
the control room to maintain a process
parameter at a preselected value. The
operator becomes a continuous controller under
such circumstances—a servo-mechanism. Humans
performing this kind of task behave as
adaptive and self-optlmlzIng controllers.

1.3.3. ManuaI-/\|jtnmgtl(-. A machine
performs the task by generating whatever
power, energy, or energy transductlon Is
required, but the operator controls, In real
time, the application of the power or directs
the energy use. Man participates less
directly In the manual-automatic task. He may
determine what Is to be done, and perhaps how.
He Initiates and terminates the operation of
the automatic device, as In the operation of a
steam generator level controller or pressure
controller. He must monitor the operation to
determine whether It meets operational
criteria.

1.3.4. Mach I nn-AutnmatIr. A
machine performs the task by generating
whatever power, energy, or energy transductlon
Is required, and an algorithm controls the
application of power or directs the energy
use. Man participates In machine-automatic
tasks only at remote times and then
fncfrect/y. For example, the afgorfthm may be
reprogrammed, but this Is not direct or
continuous control.

During normal operation, the control of the
process proceeds essentially as designed;
however, under abnormal conditions (e.g. In
cases of equipment failure), automated systems
may degrade to lower levels of automation.
The operator would be required to accommodate
and adapt to such situations, perhaps by

substituting his skills for failed or
malfunctioning equipment. A certain
proficiency must therefore be maintained.
This situation Is most likely to be
encountered during a plant emergency. The
auTomated plant should be modular In nature so
that the scope of failures Is limited and the
operator's manipulative role Is not too large
to handle.

1.4. Diagnosing problems. The operator,
while performing monitoring functions. Is
directed to the diagnostic function by the
Indication of a problem or potential problem.
The diagnostic function may be performed at
differing levels depending on the anticipated
seriousness of the perceived consequence, the
cost (In dollars, time, safety Implications,
etc.) of obtaining additional Information, the
operator's experience and knowledge of the
plant, the time required for action on the
primary problem, or the time required for
other tasks which may or may not be associated
wit*- the primary problem- Diagnosis results
?n a cfecfsfon as to whether there fs or fs not
a problem. Operators, on the average, spend
10$ of their time diagnosing abnormal
performance.25 One of the Justifications for
manned systems Is the human's capability for
solving ambiguous and Ill-defined problems-
Machines are poor at this, although it Is a
dimension of automation In which there will
certainly be advances In the future-
Diagnosis, as It is used In this paper.
Includes the components of problem solving,
problem anticipation, and system
reconfiguration.

1.4.1. Problem Anticipation.
Understanding system and equipment functions
ana tne Interactive effects of systems and
functions prepares the operator for
anticipating problems. The operator must be
able to predict the outcome of specific
actions or Inactions, especially If the result
of his actions will affect operations, damage
equipment, or release radiation. A warning
which occurs before a parameter violates a
technical specification or exceeds an alarm
limit could provide additional time for the
operator to assess the situation and begin the
problem-solving process (Including
Implementing corrective actions), thus
reducing unnecessary transients and the number
of challenges to the protection system.
Limited tests of such a concept were performed
as a part of the EPR: research project "On-
Lfne Power Plant Afarm and Ofsturbance
Analysis System."29

The simulator Is a versatile tool for
predicting responses and their resulting
potential problems. Currently, real-time
plant or partial system simulators are not
Incorporated In the control room. With
further advances In computer technology, the
possibility for on-line simulation capability
comes closer to practicality.

•Manual operation, as most use the
usually refers to a mechanized task.

term, 1.4.2. Problem Solving. A problem
exists In a nuclear plant when a barrier



occurs between the operator and his goal of
continued safe plant operation. Typically, a
barrier would be a malfunction somewhere In
the system. Once a problem has been observed.
Its solution consists of three steps:
definition of the problem, Identification and
execution of procedures to correct the
problem, and evaluation of whether the actions
taken have served to remove the barrJer(s) to
the goal. The problem Is considered to be
well-structured30 and therefore relatively
simple to solve If all the Information
necessary to complete this sequence Is readily
available to the operator, meaning that he not
only recognizes the Importance of various
pieces of Information, but also that he can
either retrieve them from his own memory or be
able to find them easily In the procedures.
However, tne problem would be defined as Ill-
structured If the operator lacks InformaMon
In any or alI of the steps. Depending on
level of training and experience, a given
problem may be well-structured for one
operator and Ill-structured for another.

The concept of ill-structured versus we((-
structured problems can be applied to the
constituent elements of problems as welI as to
the problem as a whole. In other words, a
proDlem might be well-structured In terms of
task definition and goal, but Ill-structured
In terms of procedures. Analysis of problems
In this way suggests that the development of a
taxonomy of problems based on degree of
structure would be useful for Identifying
points In the problem-solving process when
Information Is likely to be unavailable,
perhaps due to cognitive processing
I Imitations of the operator.

Using this approach, each problem could be
considered to exist Jn a three-dimensional
space, running from wel l-structured at the
origin to Ill-structured at the end of the
dimension. The dimensions are the three steps
noted above: task definition, selection of
procedures, and evaluation of .•esults. Each
dimension can be further subdivided by the
subtasks required In each of the three steps.
For example, one subprocess of task
identification Is to determine the constraints
under which the problem must be solved. In a
nuclear plant, one constraint would be that an
action to keep the plant operating should not
have a negative effect on safety and,
conversely, that shutting the plant down
should not have a negative effect on cafety.
The subtask would be well-structured If the
safety Imp I feat!on of the proposed action was
known, and Ill-structured If It was not known.
As another example, one technique for
evaluating complex problems Is to divide the
problem Into subgoals In order to be able to
test progress at frequent Intervals. Testing
is then carried out by pattern-matching, that
is, by checking the existing plant status
against knowledge of the desired state.
Computer aids, by enabling the operator to see
tne progress being made or not made toward the
final goal, would help keep the problem-
solving process on track and keep It well-
structured.

The proDI em-solvlng approach outlined here has
two major componenis. The first Is to define
as many potential problem classes and subtasks
as possible so that training procedures and
operator aids can be developed to make these
problems well-structured. The second
component Is to develop a training program to
acquaint operators with the tasks and
procedures Involved In problem solving so that
they will be better equipped to deal with
Ill-structured problems, which will Inevitably
occur. Although some training In general
reasoning methods (e.g. heuristic search
procedures) might be valuable for an extremely
Ill-structured proDlem, research Indicates
that problem solvers more often use reasoning
skills that are closely related to particular
bodies of knowledge. 31 This suggests that
Identification of and training In reasoning
skills which develop along with expanding
knowledge (both practical and theoretical) of
nuclear plants should be a major research
goal. Concomltantly, such research might
Identify the need for operators with specific
cognitive abilities.

The paradigm for a well-structured problem is
a closed-form, solvable mathematical equation.
Through operator training and the development
of aids and procedures, many problems of a
nuclear plant could be made well-structured
enough to approximate this Ideal, and It Is
proDable that many of the more routine
problems could be automated. Until such time
as computers become capable of the higher-
level problem solving required for solution of
unexpected Ill-structured problems, however,
the human operator will be a necessary part of
the system.

1 .4.3. Reconfiguring. The operator
(s able to alter the configuration of the
plant or any subsystem whenever necessary to
ensure economic and safe plant operation.
This capability, beyond the realm of system
control, allows the operator to change the
order of operation or function of systems or
equipment, to bypass or alter the flow of the
process In effecting a goal (especially a
safety goal), or to replace or order the
replacement of faulty equipment. This
dimension of automation has not yet been
Implemented In plant systems. A good example
of humans performing system reconfiguration
under emergency conditions Is the rewiring of
an electrical panel by an operator during the
Brown's Ferry fire of 1975. The operator,
working In a hostile environment, bypassed
Inoperative circuit breakers to energize a set
of pimps In order to remove core heat In a
novel, unanticipated manner. The
reconfiguring function of the operator Is part
of his role under both normal and emergency
conditions, but one would expect more dramatic
and unusual system modlf icaHons during
attempts to subdue unexpected emergency
conditions.

2. Maintain

2.1. Planning. Ti.e operator schedules
both corrective and preventive maintenance



activities for times when they wllI cause only
minimal disruption of plant operations.
Highly disruptive maintenance activities are
scheduled. If possible, for times when the
reactor Is down for refueling. Certain
maintenance activities may be performed during
an unscheduled shutdown. Although the
majority of maintenance tasks, especially
equipment calibration or replacement, are
performed by the maintenance crews, some
maintenance tasks associated with the control
room or control panels may be performed by the
operating crew.

Operators are alerted to the need for
maintenance by observing the plant schedule or
Instrumentation Indications (and perhaps the
application of a formula). This monitoring
activity follows from the monitoring and
diagnosing functions performed by the operator
as he supervises plant operations.

2.2. Tasting. The operator Is required
to test the operablllty of plant systems,
equipment, and Instrumentation. This function
may follow from either a schedule or an
Indicated or perceived need. !\ part of the
testing function Is Instrumentation
calIbratlon.

2.3. Maintenance Implementation. In
order to repair, replace, check, or calibrate
a piece of eqrlpment, the operator must bypass
and deenerglze the equipment and Indicate that
a maintenance activity Is In progress. The
operator dispatches maintenance personnel and
coordinates the associated activities of
support groups within the plant organization,
especially health physljs.

2.4. Fgiilpmant Modification. One form of
maintenance occurs as operators and
maintenance personnel modify equipment to
Improve Its function. The most obvious
modifications are those to the man-machine
Interface' which attempt to elImlnate
deficiencies In the original design of control
boards and plant maintenance areas. Some
modifications act as cues to the operator to
prevent accidental activation of controls,
while others clarify the meaning or use of a
control. Equipment modification can be
potentially hazardous, especially If the
change produces ambiguous or conflicting
Information. The practice of equipment
modification Is discouraged at some plants,
encouraged at others. Whether by design or
happenstance, equipment modification appears
to be a role which the operator assumes.

This study has concentrated on operations- and
maintenance-related functions. Support
activities, although Included in the taxonomy
outline for completeness, have not been
elaborated. This does not diminish their
Importance, however, but indicates the need to
further examine this aspect of the operator's
role.

C. Role Acceptance

Humans are Included In systems primarily to
provide capabilities which are too d'fflcult
or too expensive to automate. Because high
reliability (within budget and technological
constraints) Is a system requirement, the
entire man-machine system must be designed to
optimize reilabiIIty. This not only means
reltable equipment but also reliable human
performance. The expense and effort put Into
designing ultra-reliable equipment could be
unproductive If a man Is Inserted In the
system with a role unacceptable to him.

There Is no lack of literature pertaining to
Job satisfaction (e.g. Ergonomics
Abstracts'^). The results of a few studies
are given here to point out Just some of the
systems-related factors affecting role
acceptance."»'4 Factors such as remuneration
ana Interpersonal relationships, although
Important, will not be considered here.

Rnspnnslhll Ity/Aiithorlty; The levels of
responsibility and authority must be defined
ana balanced above a certain acceptance
threshold. This threshold Is affected by
factors such as education, training,
experience, and personal attitudes of the
operator. Acceptance Is diminished if an
Individual is assigned a role below his
responslblIIty/authorlty threshold.

tJsft and Retention of Skills; Role acceptance
will be greater If the individual Is able to
use and maintain skills which are Important to
him. This factor Is often violated by the
selection of overqualIf led personnel. In
addition, the opportunity to learn and develop
new skills can Increase role acceptance.

FlexlbllIty: The ability to vary the manner
of accomplishing his tasks on his own
Initiative enhances the operator's role
acceptance. This flexibility Is constrained
by management and regulatory requirements.
The operator should be made aware of the basis
for the constraints.

Allocation of Function: The distribution of
function between man and machine affects
acceptance. In general, the allocation of
frequent, repetitive tasks and continuous
servo-control functions to a machine Is highly
acceptable. However, the automation of high-
level decision making tasks Is generally not
acceptable to operators, particularly when the
machine's decision affects the human's

oad. These are two extremes on a
com.,iuum and no Ideal dividing line exists.
The optimum allocation of function depends on
the system performance requirements and the
attitudes and abilities of the operator. User
participation In the function allocation
process will add to acceptance. However, user
preference alone Is not a reliable basis for
Improving system performance.
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D. Opnratnr'c Role nnrlnfl Fmfirflfinc I ns

A primary concern In the current study Is the
nuclear plant operator's role In emergency
conditions,* During such conditions, the role
of the operator Is shifted to that of
maintaining vital safety functions, such as
adequate core cool Ing, regardless of whether
the caus6 of the upset has yet been diagnosed.
This approach Is analogous to the medical
doctor who treats an emergency patient's
symptoms until the patient's vital signs have
stabilized somewhat.

The goal of the emergency procedures (EPs) Is
to maintain adequate core cool Ing,35 which Is
consistent with the safety-function concept,,
To support this goal, certain processes are
assumed necessary^ These processes would
ultimately consist of operator tasks—the
physical acts that underly the operator's
role. This structure represents a hierarchy
of goal, processes, and tasks that parallels
the hierarchy of behavior categories presented
by several analysts at RISO National
Laboratory.27»28 Behavior may be classified
on three levels: goal- or knowledge-based,
rule- or procedure-based, and skill-based.

The EPs examined fit this general hierarchical
pattern, and from them the following role was
Inferred. Figure 4 Illustrates a hierarchy of
operator response for the onset of an
emergency. The top level is a goal—an
Interim, safe steady state—which Is broader
than adequate core cooling alone. Supporting
this goal are the processes of (1) observing
symptoms, (2) supervising safety functions,
and (3) diagnosing for critical events. Each
process Is then composed of several tasks at
the lowest action level. For example,
detecting an Increase In the average reactor
coolant system temperature could be a task
supporting the process of observing symptoms.
On the other hand, manually switching from
main to auxiliary feedwater could be a task
supporting safety function supervision.

One perspective of the basis for operator
response Is that a human operator Is baslcai ly
a generalIzea problem solver.36 This conforms
with the goal-topped hierarchy developed In
tne analysis of EPs, since a basic definition
for problem solving Is:

"It must be goal-directed, It must
Involve a sequence of operations,
ana these operations must have a
significant cognitive component."37

Thus, to achieve an interim safe steady
state38 the operator must assess the distance

*Slnce TMl-2, reactor manufacturers and
utilities have adopted a safety-function
approach to procedure writing (see Refs. 13
and 14). This study Is based on an
examination of the newly revised emergency
procedures of one pressurized water reactor
(PWK).

Fig. 4. Operator role hierarchy
of emergency.

at onset

from the current plant status to the goal-
state. The problem then Is to close that
distance. To solve that problem, the operator
must choose a response or set of tasks.

As a problem solver, the operator can be
modeled as a sequence of operations (see Fig.
5). Operation (1) Is his role as plant
diagnostician. Operation (2) requires the
operator to know the goals of operations
management so that he can define the goal-
state appropriate to the assessed plant
status. Operation (3) Is his role as decision
maker, where he chooses the procedure that
will carry him from the current plant status
to the goal-state. Operation (4) Is his role
as controller, whether continuous or
supervisory,. The first three operations are
human cognitive processes; thus problem
solving, as generalized, can be thought of as
the cognitive mechanism that takes the
operator from the top (goal) level of the
hierarchy in Fig. 4 to the second (procedural)
level. This second level is then carried out
with an operator aid—the EPs. Recent
revisions of the EPs studied Include a
diagnostic procedure that supports the
sarety-functlon approach.

The operator's problem of bow to achieve the
goal-state Is solved only when his response
action changes the plant status to match It.
The response follows from the procedure
selected, with no guarantee that any set of
written procedures will be sufficient to solve
any unanticipated pro! am. The diagnostic
procedure was developed for ther reason.

The diagnostic EP Is a heuristic* procedure
rather than an algorithm, as are the bulk of
procedures. Thus Operation (3) In Fig. 5 has
been expanded with the realization that not
all proDlems can be solved In advance. The
heurlst:c EP complies with this realization
ana has some Important characteristics: It is
goal-directed—Its aim Is an Interim safe

*A heuristic procedure is one that has the
tendency to achieve Its specified goal but
does not guarantee It as does an algorithm.
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Fig. 5. Operator problem-solving sequence.

steady state; It buys time to allow for
diagnosis of the cause of the problem; as a
heuristic procedure, It Is not guaranteed tc
succeed f-it Is likely to; and because there Is
no guarantee of success, It formally requires
continual ra-eval iiqtlnn of the plant status.

This last characteristic Is crucial to the
heuristic procedure, and therefore can best be
shown at the process level of the operator
hierarchy. Figure 6 shows the relationship of
trie tnree processes that support the goal of
an Interim safe steady state. The first two
processes are completed In one pass, while the
third Is iterative. The first process,
observe symptoms, Involves recognizing the
pattern of some twenty critical plant
parameters. At that time a brief assessment
of the cause Is performed but not necessarily
acted upon. The second process, supervise
safety functions, Involves various checks and
alignments necessary to set up the plant
system that would be most likely to support
the safety functions required. The third
process, diagnose critical event. Is the
heuristic element of the EP. This process
Involves supervising the Implementation of the
safety functions, with particular emphasis on
adequate core cool Ing. If the emergency Is
real (e.g. not an Instrument failure), then
the third process will lead the operator to
transfer from the diagnostic EP to the three
critical event EPs: Loss of Primary Coolant,
Loss of Secondary Coolant, or Loss of Primary
Into Secondary by Way of Steam Generator Tube
Rup-rure. These three r I asses of accidents are
called critical because each challenges the
success OT the safety function—adequate core
cool Ing—through the fundamental thermo-
hydraulics of the plant.

Provisions written Into the three critical EPs
allow the operator to reassess the plant
state, measure It against his goal-state, and
transfer back to the heuristic EP If
necessary. Thus this third process cannot
guarantee successful diagnosis of the cause of
the upset at any point but provides a feedback
loop to ailow Iterations of the diagnostic
process. By directing the operator's
attention to safety functions and providing a
formal mechanism for Iterative diagnosis, the
diagnostic EP Is Intended to give the operator
additional time to diagnose the specific cause
of the upset, alThough the possibility exists
that he may use up his time with wrong
decisions while the accident worsens.

Fig. 6. Operator process model at onset of
emergency.

III. CONCLUSIONS

The operating crew's role Is continual ly
changing as a result of changes In control
room automation, plant complexity, and
operating experience. Automation, the most
Influential factor, can be characterized by
three dimensions: process control capability,
process monitoring and diagnostic capability,
and process configuration atterablI[ty. Both
operators and plant systems perform these
activities to varying de.qrees, depending upon
the designer's allocation of function. The
general level of automation can be determined
by the degree to which machines are given
responsibility In these three dimensions.

In highly automated environments, the
operator's role becomes one of a supervisor.
However, during malfunctions he must
substitute his own capablIItles for machine
capabilities In order to assure the
continuation of necessary functions. The
human operator Is needed for his ability to
solve I!l-devlned problems and modify
equipment configurations, especially during
emergency conditions. These abilities are
currently beyond the scope of automated
systems. For that reason, tl;e operator should



be trainee ana supportec by control roan
equipment to fuI Iy use these human
characteristics.

This study examined the EPs of a typical PWR
using the bottom-up approach, ana the results
produced a description of the operator's rcle
during emergencies tha+ fitted the top-down
approach used In constructing the role
taxonomy.

* workable taxonomy can go a long way towards
providing a framework for analyzing the role
of nuclear power plant operators. No
universal taxonomy exists, however, nor would
It be feasible to construct one, but a
function-oriented role taxonomy does provide a
starting point for examining operator training
and operational aide Further refinement of
the taxonomy Is possible and needed. The
authors hope that it can be fused with the
results of task analysis efforts to the end
that a clear and complete description of the
operating crew's role car he realized.
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